
A Towering Trumpeter 

Blurb 

There’s nothing like having the phoniest narcissist in the country throw his MAGA ball 

cap into the ring to get late-night talk show hosts fired up. The Trump family brought their 

show to the big stage, and what a show it’s been!  

Take a musical ride down Rock & Roll memory lane while following Amos Moses’ 

struggle for glorification as he plays the role of the ultimate disrupter. All the songs you 

know from the 60s to the 2000s, with re-crafted lyrics, propel Amos and his best friend 

Allbliss (in the role of Elvis) on their search for fame, fortune, and immortality. 

Framed around an upside-down version of the Book of Exodus, the tale of childhood 

abandonment, salvation, love, betrayal, and assassination is propelled by American popular 

music, culture, and celebrity. 

After enduring a tumultuous and humiliating early life, Amos Moses finds himself leading 

his base of adoring right-wing fans in a battle against the oppressive tax and social policies of 

his former foster mother, Carmalita, the President of The Great Union of Territories. With 

his three pillars of support - his best friend, his crafty older brother, and his Devil-like father 

– and the considerable power of his record store brand The Towering Trumpets, behind him, 

Amos risks it all for worldwide glorification, or potential ignominy, in his run for the 

presidency. 

 

Synopsis 

AMOS MOSES is abandoned by his father THEO the day after he is born. A couple of 

years later he is secretly given away for fostering, along with his older brother ABE, 

following his mother’s highly bizarre death. Their foster mother CARMALITA, having faced 



poverty and racism early in life, rises to become the first female African American president 

of the Great Union of Territories. 

Amos silently endures the endless taunting and bullying of his classmates due to his lisp 

and physical oddities. Cringing daily at being made a fool of, he vows to get even.  

During high school Amos unwittingly saves his estranged father’s life. Theo hires Amos 

into his record store business but reserves the back-room drug dealing side of the operation 

for Abe. While Amos becomes the face of the growing business empire, Theo, in a fit of rage 

at Abe’s risky behavior, contracts his gruesome murder to a Russian operative. 

Amos tricks Theo and takes control of the business in order to prove his worth and Theo 

retires to the Great Territory of Taxless. Abe returns, reincarnated as a talking opossum, and 

becomes Amos’ most trusted advisor. Amos decides to run for governor of the Great 

Territory of Tango Sea to increase his prominence and to convince Carmalita to reduce the 

oppressive federal taxes which support her socialist policies. 

Amos, with the help of Abe and his best friend Allbliss, wins the election but he fails to 

change Carmalita’s mind.  

Amos forms an alliance with some of the surrounding Territories but again is not taken 

seriously by Carmalita. After Abe arranges the gruesome assassination of their foster father 

Mobie, Abe and Amos escape to the Great Territory of Taxless. Abe is lost along the way and 

Amos meets Theo at his retirement compound in Maaco. 

Mysteriously, Theo acquires God-like powers and instructs Amos to return to Tango Sea 

and confront Carmalita again, more forcefully, about the taxes.  

Upon his return, Abe reappears and conjures up seven plagues against Carmalita, which all 

backfire, and Amos receives a message from Theo to bring his supporters to Taxless. While 

escaping west with his right-wing base, Amos parts the Mrs. Pippy River and the tribe 



wander in the desert in search of Theo. Amos finds Theo atop Mount Sinusitis, where Theo 

gives him the rules for the tribe to live by - The Ten Truths of Temerity. 

Amos follows Theo’s command to build an altar, which becomes a commercial cash-cow 

and increases Amos’ notoriety. Gaining yet more acclaim as governor of Taxless he unites all 

the southern territories.  

Being famous nationally for the successful branding of his record stores and altar, he lays 

it all on the line for the ultimate glorification and challenges Carmalita for the presidency of 

the Union. 

Amos holds several rallies, town halls, and debates, each with their particularly absurd 

features. The election format itself is highly bizarre, given over to a popularity contest using 

cheer-o-meters to select the winning candidate. 

Amos losses the election and fights tooth-and-nail in the courts to overturn the results, 

which fails miserably, bankrupting him and, worst of all, making him look like an abject fool. 

 


